Dear Fellow Alumni,

We are midway through 2011 and have seen lots of change all over the world. As alumni, we live in 33 countries and many of us experience these changes in our daily lives.

Luckily, one thing is a constant, and that’s the value system which is found in our DNA - a value system which we gained from our school and from growing up in Cape Town. We share this with our fellow 6200 alumni and it’s something of which we can be proud.

Over the years HERZLIA has taught thousands of children of our alumni, and nowadays, we are accepting hundreds of grandchildren of alumni. This is a reassuring feeling, one that indicates the circle of Jewish life is alive and well in Cape Town and that HERZLIA continues to play its part.

During 2010 we had the opportunity to listen first hand to our many alumni all over the world. We have taken your valuable suggestions on board and are now busy with exciting developments in the alumni association. We look forward to sharing this news with you in the near future.

Thanks to Diana for this edition of HERZLIA Headlines and to Paula and Tracy for all the fine work they do for our alumni association.

With warm Cape Town greetings,

Marco
HERZLIA Alumni Chairman
Class of 1971
The HERZLIA Foundation launched its 70th Anniversary Campaign in 2010 with the aim of ‘future proofing’ our beloved school. Pupils, teachers and alumni worldwide agree there is no other school quite like HERZLIA. In this issue, Johnny Osrin – an alumnus who has returned to Cape Town stated: “I regard HERZLIA as one of the biggest bonuses of returning to Cape Town.”

From the special ruach, love and care that characterises our five pre-primary and three primary schools in Constantia, Highlands and Weizmann (Sea Point), to the cutting-edge technology combined with tradition and history embodied in the Middle and High Schools, there is something about HERZLIA that no other school, near or far, can quite capture or emulate. Over 85% of Jewish children in Cape Town attend HERZLIA.

By supporting the HERZLIA Foundation, as part of HERZLIA’s 70th Anniversary celebrations, you can give Jewish children the gift that lasts a lifetime – a solid Jewish education.

It is school policy never to turn away any Jewish child who desires a Jewish education. Some 24% of HERZLIA pupils have been fully or partially subsidised since 1940, one out of every four pupils who has graduated from HERZLIA has received some financial assistance.

PLEDGE PAYMENTS
There are a number of ways to pay off a pledge: In one amount by cash, credit card, direct deposit or cheque. Monthly or quarterly by debit order, internet transfers or deductions from your credit card or post-dated cheques.

We would like to thank those of our alumni who have so generously given back to HERZLIA in the past 12 months and by so doing afforded Jewish children the opportunity of experiencing first hand the wonderful education received by thousands of children over the past 70 years.

To make a donation to the 70th Anniversary Campaign, please visit www.herzlia.com or make a direct deposit to:

HERZLIA Remission Trust Account
Nedbank, Business Southern Peninsula
Account no: 2009371119 (Savings Account)
Branch Code: 100909
SWIFT CODE for wire transfers: NEDSZAJJ

THE HERZLIA FOUNDATION
70th Anniversary Campaign

We need to secure, for our upcoming generations, the outstanding education that has been the cornerstone of this community since HERZLIA first opened its doors in Hope Street, Gardens, in 1940.
Michael Hayden receives prestigious award for leadership in medicine

Dr. Michael Hayden (class of 1968), has received the Canada Gairdner Wightman Award, the highest honour for leadership in medical science in Canada.

Dr. Hayden is a professor in the Faculty of Medicine at the University of British Columbia and director and senior scientist at the Centre for Molecular Medicine and Therapeutics at the Child & Family Research Institute. The award was based on his leadership in medical genetics, entrepreneurship and humanitarianism.

“I am thrilled to receive this award,” said Hayden during the award ceremony this morning in Toronto. “As a physician scientist, to whom chance has given unusual opportunities, I am deeply aware of the degree to which my own success today is built upon the work, cooperation and struggles of others.”

He has authored more than 600 publications, and is the most cited author on Huntington disease in the world. He developed a predictive genetic test for Huntington disease – the first ever predictive test for any genetic disorder – he has also identified genes associated with rare disorders such as Tangier disease, juvenile hemochromatosis and congenital insensitivity to pain. These discoveries have since been most useful for research in other common diseases such as type 1 diabetes, Alzheimer’s disease and chronic pain.

Michael has been honoured with appointments to the Order of Canada and the Order of British Columbia, the Canadian Institutes of Health Research’s Health Researcher of the Year award, Life Sciences BC’s Genome BC Award for Scientific Excellence, and the Prix Gailen Canada (Research).

Created in 1959, the Gairdner Awards are Canada’s only globally known and respected international biomedical prizes. Nineteen of the last 26 Nobel Prizes in medicine or physiology in the past 10 years have gone to past Gairdner recipients. Prior to Hayden, the only British Columbian to receive a Gairdner Award was the late UBC Chemistry Prof. Michael Smith, who won the 1986 Gairdner Foundation International Award and went on to win the 1993 Nobel Prize for Chemistry.

Established in 1976 in honour of K.J.R. Wightman, a Toronto physician and the second president of the Gairdner Foundation, the Wightman Award is given to a Canadian who has demonstrated outstanding leadership in medicine and medical science. Hayden is the 15th recipient of the prestigious award and the first British Columbian to be bestowed this honour. Hayden has co-founded three biotechnology companies to develop treatments based on his genetics research: NeuroVir, Xenon Genetics, Inc., and Aspreva Pharmaceuticals Inc, which tests existing medications as potential treatments for people suffering from rare and overlooked diseases.

He is also founder of three national research networks, the Canadian Collaborative Network for Huntington’s Disease, the Canadian Genetics Disease Network and the Canadian Pharmacogenomics Network for Drug Safety, which identifies genetic factors of patients with severe drug reactions and develops prevention strategies.

Michael emigrated to Canada in 1983. He maintains strong ties to South Africa by participating in the establishment of a youth-friendly recreation, counselling, and learning centre in Masiphumelele, a township near Cape Town that promotes responsible sexual behaviors among at-risk youth and empowers HIV/AIDS-affected youth.

We wish Michael success and fulfillment in all that he continues to achieve in the world of medicine and in the fight against disease around the world.

The University of British Columbia is one of Canada’s largest public research and teaching institutions, and one of only two Canadian institutions consistently ranked among the world’s 40 best universities. Surrounded by the beauty of the Canadian West, it is a place that inspires bold, new ways of thinking that have helped make it a national leader in areas as diverse as community service learning, sustainability and research.

Dr. Michael Hayden
Enjoy this mid-year edition of your HERZLIA Headlines. As always it is brimming with lovely photos and tasty news snippets. We are so proud of Michael Hayden of the class of 1968 who has made ground-breaking advances and written so many papers about the study of Huntington’s disease and other life-threatening conditions. Turn to the front page to read more about his achievements. We pay tribute to the chairman of the trustees, Eliot Osrin, who was recently awarded the 2010 Jerusalem award. We also congratulate all our alumni who have graduated from various tertiary institutions in South Africa and around the world. Our alumni are certainly an illustrious crowd. Old Herzlians just love to pop in and visit their alma mater when they are in town. If you are nearby, please call the alumni association. We will gladly give you a tour.

As we near the middle of the year, I would like to bid you all farewell. At the end of May I will be leaving my position as editor of the HERZLIA Headlines. At the age of 54 I have summoned up the courage and decided to switch careers and venture into new territory. It has been a pleasure and a privilege to bring you the HERZLIA Headlines for the past 17 years. You are all special and you all bring value to your community in so many ways. Do continue to stay in touch with your association and to send in all your news and lovely photos.

Subscriptions
Thank you for paying your subscription. Your contribution - R150 a year (or foreign equivalent) - helps tremendously towards financing our running costs. For those who have not yet paid, please visit our website (www.herzlia.com) for details of how to pay your subscription.

Want to renew contact?
If you have lost contact with an alumnus or would like to renew a friendship, contact the office - we may be able to assist. We can also supply you with class listings should you wish to organise a reunion or an informal get-together. This year the classes of 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991 and 2001 celebrate milestone reunions.

E-mails please!
As always we ask you to kindly forward us the e-mails of friends and family who attended HERZLIA. The more e-mails we have on record, the more regularly we can communicate with you. Please don’t forget to let us know whenever you change your e-mail or postal address.

HAA Website
The Herzlia alumni website (www.herzlia.com/oldherz) is updated regularly. Log on to find long-lost friends. We are always on the lookout for news and clear pics so please e-mail us now on oldherz@herzlia.com. Unfortunately, due to the amount of spam which our alumni receive, we have been forced to remove alumni e-mails from our website.
Eliot Osrin
Heartiest mazeltov goes to Eliot Osrin on receiving the prestigious 2010 Jerusalem Award of the World Zionist Organisation and Jewish Agency for Israel. Eliot Osrin is the chairman of the HERZLIA Trustees. He is most deserving of this honour.

Alumni Achievements

Daniel Mackintosh
Daniel Mackintosh (2002) is one of three honorees of the 2010 Circle of Change award from Seeking Common Ground. Daniel proudly accepted his award on October 22nd, 2010 in Denver, Colorado. The annual awards recognise individuals whose work effects positive change in local, national and global communities.

Simon Mendelsohn
Simon Mendelsohn (class of 2005) is currently SHAWCO President. In 2010 he was a recipient of the UCT Student Leadership Award for “the Most Outstanding Student Leader in Community Service at UCT”. He has been a SHAWCO volunteer for 6 years. Simon is currently a final year medical student.

Marc Davidowitz
Marc Davidowitz (class of 2003) served as the SHAWCO Joe Slovo Clinic Head in 2010. He has been a SHAWCO volunteer for 5 years and is now a final year medical student.

Larry Chapman
Larry Chapman (class of 2005) served as the SHAWCO Noordhoek Clinic Head in 2010. He is the Vice-President of UCT’s Surgical Society. Larry has been a SHAWCO volunteer for 5 years and is now a final year medical student.

Bianca Sossen
Bianca Sossen (class of 2007) is the SHAWCO Noordhoek Clinic Head for 2011. She has been a SHAWCO volunteer for three years and is a fourth year medical student.

Gregg Bryer
Gregg (class of 2009) is playing defender for Boston College, Massachusetts, USA. He is currently there on a soccer scholarship.

Roy Buchinsky
Roy (1983) has been appointed chief of staff at the University Hospital in Cleveland. We wish him well in this prestigious position.

Obituaries

Renette Israeli
We extend sincere condolences and long life to the family of Renette (nee Lotkin, 1958) who passed away on 20 February, 2011. She will be sadly missed by her family and friends.

Chana Groyer
Chana (formerly Gillian Master, 1963), passed away on 20 March, 2011 after battling ill-health for some time. Chana was a passionate teacher and a pious Jewess. She will always be remembered.

Rabbi Dr Jack Steinhorn
Rabbi Steinhorn passed away in Jerusalem on 1 November, 2010 after an illness bravely borne.

Rabbi Hoffman
Rabbi Hoffman has passed away suddenly after suffering a heart attack. He lived in Los Angeles with his family.

Rabbi David Hoffman
Rabbi Hoffman loyaly served the Cape Town Progressive Jewish Congregation from 1991 to 2006. He was known by all for his spontaneous guitar jamming sessions and made an impact on both the Jewish and non-Jewish community. He is survived by his wife Beverley; children Nadav, Michal, Liat and Yael.
Class of 1981 Reunion

Three old Herzlians held their own class of 1981 reunion on Kibbutz Tuval where Ivan Resnick lives. On Ivan’s left is Fiona Ozana (Meyerson) and on his right is Janine Cohen (Scher).

Mini 70th Israel Reunion

Seen at Kibbutz Tzora on the occasion of the marriage of the son of Ivor Kosowitz from left: Ivor Kosowitz (1967), Michael Erez (1963), Chaim Milun (1967) and Monty Mazel (1967).

Mini 1960 Class Reunion

Harry Taibel, visiting from Sydney, Australia, was a good reason for some of the Class of 1960 to meet at the Radisson Blu near the Waterfront. Harry was principal at Constantia for a number of years.

Calling the Class of 1971

The class of 1971 is planning a bumper 40th reunion to be held in Cape Town at the end of the year. The organisers have lots of innovative ideas to ensure that this will be a memorable event. To join in the fun please email Roy Aronson on roy@citivet.co.za

Visitors

The following alumni have popped in to visit their alma mater over the last few months:

- Cecily Hanson (Sebba, 1962) – Ra’anana, Israel.
- Howard Cohen (1988) of New Jersey, USA visited with his wife and two sons.
- Nick Hallale (1991) – Manchester, United Kingdom.
- Batya Sherman – Israel.

If you are in the area and would like to visit your old school, please contact the alumni association. We would love to show you around.
Tali Barnett

Tali (Class of 2004) has assumed the position of editor of the Cape Jewish Chronicle as from January 2011.

Tali grew up in Cape Town and matriculated in 2004 with distinction. She attended Habonim for eight years and went on the movement’s gap year Shnat program in Israel in 2005.

Tali completed her BA in English, History and Jewish History with distinction at UCT in 2008. The following year she worked in media for the SAZF (Cape Council) and did her Honour’s degree in history, writing a thesis on dissenting voices in the South African Jewish community in post-apartheid South Africa. She also completed the UJC young leadership development programme.

In 2010, Tali was the editor of a magazine called SA Property Monthly and the news editor and features writer for The South African newspaper, both of which are published in London for the South African expat community. She also tutored two courses at UCT on the history of anti-semitism and the Holocaust with Professor Milton Shain. Near the end of the year she was made the new editor of the Cape Jewish Chronicle.

Passionate about community, media, creating safe spaces for debate and engaging with the challenges in both Israel and South Africa, Tali is thrilled and honoured to be taking over as the editor of the CJC.

Yaara Sumeruk

Yaara (1997) is an aspiring film maker living in New York. She is currently shooting commercials and music videos.


Dale Washkansky

Dale (1998) is an emerging contemporary South African artist. Working primarily in the medium of photography, he graduated from the Michaelis School of Fine Art in 2006.

His graduate exhibition, Surface Tension, was well-received with one review from ARTTHROB stating that his “harshly discordant photographs were especially convincing. His exercise in dark-room collage highlighted an incongruent relationship between the architecture of hallowed spaces and the sexual body. The result was a brilliant confrontation that conveyed the complexity of our interaction with the sacred.”

The work was singled out as an outstanding photographic contribution. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dale_Washkansky#cite_note-0

Previous exhibitions include a series of photographs that were part of the Cape Town Month of Photography (Sourced from Wikipedia).

Above: Tali Barnett with her first issue of the Chronicle, hot off the press.

Above: Yaara Sumeruk seen on the set of the movie Ringo.

Above: Photo by Dale Washkansky.
Deanna Blacher delights

Deanna (Class of 1957), a diva of Spanish Dance and Flamenco in Australia, has been honoured at the West Australian Dance Awards for championing Spanish dance and music.

Deanna Blacher has been teaching, choreographing and performing flamenco in WA for 25 years. In recognition of a lifetime of work promoting Spanish Culture in Australia, South Africa, Europe, Canada and North America, the Cross of the Order of Civil Merit has been granted to Deanna by His Majesty King Juan Carlos of Spain.

The ‘Order of Civil Merit’ is awarded to Spanish or foreign citizens who have rendered merits of civil character: excellent services to the state, extraordinary work, exemplary initiatives, or distinguished services to Spain. La Orden del Mérito Civil was established by King Alfonso XIII by Royal Decree in 1926. Deanna is married to Neville Cohn.

For a list of existing Deanna Blacher articles on the Flamenco Australia Magazine website you can visit the: http://tinyurl.com/deanna-blacher

Shawn Rodgers

After matriculating in 1994, he went to study a post-grad marketing degree at UCT. Thereafter he completed a diploma in media journalism. Having made aliya in 2006, he commenced his internship at the Jerusalem Post. After a few months Shawn was made assistant editor of Billboard, the Jpost entertainment magazine. A year later he was appointed editor of that magazine. More recently, Shawn was appointed the official arts and entertainment editor of the Post. So far he has interviewed a variety of personalities from Quentin Tarantino to Natalie Portman. We wish Shawn mazeltov in this exciting position.

Dr Benita Perch

Benita (1996) received her Bachelor of Science (Hons) in Nutrition from Kings College London (UK). She obtained her Doctorate in Naturopathic Medicine from Southwest College of Naturopathic Medicine (Phoenix, AZ) and graduated with the highest honours.

After graduating Dr Perch completed a one year residency in general family medicine with a focus in homeopathy, botanical medicine and nutrition. She has trained under world-wide experts in Alternative Medicine and is the only licensed North American trained Naturopathic Physician practising in South Africa.

Dr Perch is licensed as a Naturopathic Physician in Arizona, USA and is a member of the American Association of Naturopathic Physicians. In South Africa she is registered with the Allied Health Professions Council as a Naturopath. She is passionate about the health and well-being of her patients and Naturopathic Medicine.

Sourced from http://www.drperch.com/About.aspx
Mazaltov

We wish all our HERZLIA alumni a hearty mazaltov on achieving their tertiary qualifications.

If you have graduated from technikon or varsity recently please inform us so that we can publish your name. We also welcome clear, high resolution photos (300dpi). Please email your photographs to oldherz@herzlia.com for possible inclusion.

Jenny Altschuler
Jenny Altschuler (1973) has recently graduated from UCT with an MFA Master of Fine Arts. She was also given the Katrina Harries Print Cabinet Award for her practical body of work, Platform 24, an in-depth photographic project created on long train journeys around South Africa.

Lila Bruk
Lila Bruk (1999) has obtained her Master of Nutritional Science degree from Stellenbosch University.

Gavin Witz
Gavin Witz (2000) received his second Masters degree, an MBA, from the University of Florida Business School in December 2010. He also has a Masters in Computer Engineering from Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton. Gavin works as a software engineer for LexisNexis, an international business and software solutions company in Boca Raton.

Toni Feldman
Toni Feldman (2004) has recently received a PGCE (Post Graduate Certificate in Education) to become a qualified teacher for Senior School Mathematics, Science and Biology. We wish Toni all the best for her new teaching post at King David High School, Linksfield.

Gary Resnick
Gary Resnick (2005) has completed his honours degree in Computer Science at UCT.

David Cohen
David Cohen has achieved an MSc in Engineering Management, specializing in Project Management.

Clare Richfield
Clare Richfield (2006) has graduated with a Bachelor of Social Work degree.

All the Doctors...
Mazeltov to these HERZLIA alumni (Pictured bottom right) who recently graduated as doctors: Skye Katzeff, Kim Gresak, Carly Levetan, Candyce Levin.
HERZLIA welcomes back returning alumni

A common perception is that young South African Jews are leaving our shores for greener pastures. Yet in reality, a number of HERZLIA alumni have returned to South Africa to settle with their families. Here, some of these ‘returnees’ share their stories, and discuss why there really is no place like home.

Many of our alumni left for job opportunities and experiences, but when it comes to where they want to live their lives and raise their families, they are choosing to return to Cape Town. As Marc Sternberg (Class of 93) quips, “we didn’t want to subject our parents to remote-grandparenting!” He and his wife Tanya returned to Cape Town from Sydney, and have found that the rewards of moving back have been numerous - even the smallest things make the biggest difference. These include their family being closer; watching the Waratahs lose at Newlands; keeping in touch with friends around the world - ‘the Aussie timezone is a killer’; and “being part of a dynamic South African society and exposed to our rainbow nation’s people, flavours, ups and downs!”

A community like no other

The Cape Town Jewish community may be small, but it is one of the primary factors that draws people back. Jonathan Osin (Class of 84), who lived in Israel and London for a collective twenty years, says that one of the greatest rewards of moving back was “slotting into a warm, familiar community to which we easily relate; identifying with Jewish and Israeli traditions and festivals in a relaxed and inclusive environment; and seeing our kids interact with and learn about the value of community, such as delivering mishloach manot in Purim costume to the residents of Highlands House.” Ultimately, he feels that the community is “much more cohesive (than overseas), has a sense of communal responsibility, and is very tolerant.” His children are at HERZLIA and Alon Ashel, and his family has received a lot of support from the school. In fact, he regards HERZLIA as one of the biggest bonuses of returning to South Africa. This time was very important to me.”

Better lifestyle and opportunities

With their collective experiences of living in first-world countries around the globe, all of these returning expats testify to a better quality of life and job opportunities in Cape Town. Ryan has found “business opportunities and support networks allowing the freedom to take risks” in South Africa and Marc says that “it’s easier to balance work, family, friends and sport, there is less traffic, and it’s easier to get things done.” Jason adds: “When it’s time to consider long term career and family, your priorities change. I find South African living significantly easier than most overseas countries from a general lifestyle and convenience perspective; while Ryan sums it up: “Cape Town has a lower living cost and greater natural beauty.”

What would these alumni say to other South African expats who are thinking of moving back to Cape Town? Says Marc: “Come - none of us have regretted it!” Ryan explains that “if you have taken the decision to emigrate, I think you need to commit to the head space of emigration. If after a certain period, you are still struggling to settle, perhaps it is time to reconsider? But returning blindly is dangerous; I think you also need to believe in the future of South Africa, not just relish in the comfort of returning home.” “Don’t wait 20 years like we did!” says Jonny, while Ryan has the last word: “Take the risk. I was overseas for 15 years and there’s simply no place like home.”

For returning Capetonians they can rest assured that their children will find a home at one of the HERZLIA campuses. The HERZLIA mission statement elucidates: ‘The aim of UNITED HERZLIA SCHOOLS is to provide the best possible Judaic, secular and cultural education for Jewish children in order to foster their Jewish identity and to enhance their potential for participation within both the Jewish and the wider society.’

This is an extract of an article originally published in the Cape Jewish Chronicle. For the full article, please visit www.cjc.org.za.
Births

To Kim & Ian Daith (1979), a daughter (SA)
To Coty (nee Suiza) & Ronnie Itzikovitz (1982), a son (SA)
To Pamela & Stephen Soller (1982), a daughter (USA)
To Mandy (nee Rissen) (1988) & Paul Skoll (1983), a son (SA)
To Debbie (nee Rocklin) (1984) & Roland Israel, a daughter (USA)
To Bettina (nee Bard) (1986) & Alan Seaberg, a daughter (SA)
To Carla (nee Lewin) (1994) & Doron Goldberg (1987), a son (SA)
To Hayley (nee Leibowitz) & Barry Lipchin (1988), a son (SA)
To Lauri (nee Breskal) (1995) & Barry Berman (1989), a son (SA)
To Martine (nee Sandler) (1989) & Dave Lipnitzky, a daughter (USA)
To Nina & Saul Smith (1989), a daughter (SA)
To Paula (nee Gardner) & Craig Talberg (1989), a son (UK)
To Bronwen & Mark Tonkil (1990), a son (SA)
To Cindy (nee Herman) (1990) & Jonathan Widan (1988), a daughter (SA)
To Daniella (nee Singer) (1990) & Ari Levin (1987), a daughter (Israel)
To Debbie (nee Hotz) (1990) & Leo Gor, a son (Australia)
To Sharon (nee Jaffe) (1990) & Jakob Nielsen, a daughter (UK)
To Shelley (nee Bloch) (1990) & Gary Immerman (1990), a son (Australia)
To Daniella Kowen (1991) & Charmene Johnston, a daughter (SA)
To Ewa & Gary Zabow (1991), a son (USA)
To Marlene (nee Mintzer) (1991) & Jeremy Diamond, a son (SA)
To Phillipa (nee Jeffries) & Mark Gradner (1991), a daughter (UK)
To Sheli (nee Cress) (1991) & Franck Karsenty, a daughter (France)
To Yvette & Shaun Borstock (1991), a son & daughter (SA)
To Melanie (nee Zabow) (1992) & Dudley Tabakin, a daughter (USA)
To Shantelle (nee Stein) (1992) & Jonathan Schneider, a son (UK)
To Tanya (nee Smith) & David Rabinowitz (1992), a son (Hong Kong)
To Candy (nee Talberg) (1993) & Simon Palmer, a son (Australia)
To Caryn (nee Serman) (1994) & Darren Rabin, a son (SA)
To Christa (nee Laubscher) & Jeremy Flax (1994), a son (UK)
To Dee (nee Phelps) (1994) & Alex Marcic, a daughter (SA)
To Nicole (nee Kurland) (1994) & Marc Penn, a daughter (SA)
To Ronit (nee Okun) (1994) & Amit Netter (1994), a son (SA)
To Sasha (nee Satinoff) & Nathan Bearman (1994), a daughter (SA)
To Talya (nee Marsden) (1994) & Michael Bachmann, a daughter (SA)
To Tina (nee Fredman) & Rael Moller (1994), a daughter (UK)
To Caroline (nee Rabb) & Rael Kaimowitz (1995), a son (SA)
To Jossie (nee Alter) (2000) & Steven Wagenheim (1995), a son (SA)
To Lara (nee Cohen) (1995) & Len Bilchitz, a son (SA)
To Lyn & David Kowitzky (1995), a daughter (SA)
To Alana (nee Levin) (1996) & Lee Shapiro, a son (SA)
To Amand (nee Weltman) (1996) & Jeff Murugan, a son (SA)
To Catherine (nee Silver) & Jonathan Gurwitz (1996), a daughter (UK)
To Joanne (nee Ginsburg) & Dani Kaplan (1996), a daughter (SA)
To Julia (nee Broll) (1996) & Russell Wolkind, a daughter (Israel)
To Lisa (nee Nathan) & Trevor Morris (1996), a son (SA)
To Lisa (nee Rosenbaum) (1996) & Anthony McLea, a daughter (SA)
To Melissa & Derek Von Zwiklitz (1996), a son (SA)
To Ronit (nee Horwitz) (1996) & Oren Leshetz, a son (New Zealand)
To Elana (nee Behrman) (1997) & Leonard Goetz (1997), a son (UK)
To Inga & Mark French (1997), a daughter (SA)
To Lee (Kawitzky) (1997) & Karl Mutschler, a daughter (UK)
To Lindy (nee McMullen) (1997) & Stuart Diamond, a daughter (SA)
To Carine (nee Ades) (1998) & Jason Glass (1992), a son (SA)
To Elana (nee Bendix) (1998) & David Ward, a son (SA)
To Lara (nee Kaganston) (1998) & Elan Krug, a son (SA)
To Linda (nee Radomsky) (1998) & Anthony Jaff, a daughter (UK)
To Sarah (nee Katz) & Andrew Stein (1998), a son (SA)
To Tracy (nee Scher) (2001) & David Swil (1998), a son (Israel)
To Karen (nee Felthun) (1999) & Ofer Vardimon, a daughter (Israel)
To Talya (nee Effune) (1999) & Marc Ressel, a son (SA)
To Adina (nee Raff) & Gideon Norton (2000), a daughter (SA)
To Caryn (nee Abramowitz) (2000) & Marcel Pumplun, a son (SA)
To Gabi (nee Toube) (2000) & Shua Medalie, a daughter (SA)
To Megan Goronovsky (2002) & Yakeen Sadiq, a daughter (SA)
To Samantha (nee Reznik) (2006) & Andrew Laing, a son (SA)

HERZLIA TICKET...
the gift that keeps on giving

Feeling lucky? Want to contribute to a good cause? Looking for a Yomtov gift? Buy a HERZLIA ticket and for as little as R50 a month you stand a chance to win a cash prize. Visit www.herzlia.com or simply email tracy@herzlia.com
Births

Yael Giesenow.

Dan Alon Wagenheim, sleepy boy of Josrae and Steven.

Eden Felthun, daughter of Ofer and Karen, enjoys a relaxing bath.

Baby Janna is very happy to be part of the Daitsh family.

Leonard and Elana Goetz have been blessed with a son, Michael David.

Rachel Lipnitzky, daughter of Martine and Dave Lipnitzky.

Jemma Mclea, beautiful daughter of Lisa and Anthony Mclea.

Leonard and Elana Goetz have been blessed with a son, Michael David.

Rachel Lipnitzky, daughter of Martine and Dave Lipnitzky.

Yael Giesenow.

Dan Alon Wagenheim, sleepy boy of Josrae and Steven.

Baby daughter of Mark and Inga French.

Sharon Nielsen (Jaffe) with baby Mia.

Noah Matthew Ressel, son of Talya and Marc.
Engagements

Jenny Arenson (1989) to Josh Abrahams (Australia)
Elizabeth Hilton to Simon Flax (1991) (USA)
Gail Barlin (1992) to Danny Stein (Australia)
Jeanette Jegger (1993) to Hillel Braude (Canada)
Joanne Shev (1993) to Evan Seligmans (SA)
Victoria Kerswill to Warren Scher (1993) (SA)
Nicole Garbman (1994) to Oren Laufer (Israel)
Taryn Joffe to Gregory Krupp (1995) (SA)
Daniella Mark (1997) to Nicholas Meyersfeld (SA)
Julia Maisel (1997) to Brett Angel (SA)
Lauren Jacobs (1997) to Steven Liebrecht (SA)
Sheli Veld to David Myers (1997) (Israel)
Dana Rubinstein to Liran Leibovitz (1998)
Michelle Jacobs (1998) to Shaun Wood (UK)
Orli Zaacks (1998) to Hanan Bushkin (SA)
Judith Friedlander (1999) to Siven Georgiev (Israel)
Lila Bruk (1999) to Rodney Kuhn (SA)
Romy Mandel (2000) to Brett Rosehill (UK)
Samantha Shawl to Janed Rose (2001) (UK)
Dalya Friedlander (2002) to Ariel Weisbrod (Israel)
Tammy Chamberlain (2002) to Warren Bendix (UK)
Dalia Hack (2003) to Ken Sepel (SA)
Shallya Scher (2003) to Noam Erlich (Israel)
Gina Levin (2005) to Joel Smookler (SA)

Do you know how much difference you could make to the life of many if you had a MY SCHOOL CARD? A percentage of your spending at Woolworths and various other shops would go straight into the HERZLIA High School Principal’s Discretionary Fund which assists all Herzlians whose families are experiencing great financial difficulties. As a result of the economic upheaval of the last eighteen months, the demand for financial assistance has increased. If you would like to contribute to this fund through the MY SCHOOL CARD, all you need to do is to email for a copy of the application form. Once completed and faxed to our school, your card will be posted to you. It is as simple as that! Please assist our school to make a difference in the lives of those pupils who really need it!
Marriages

Alexia Slutzkin (1992) to Etienne Minnie (SA)
Nicky Novick to Daniel Goss (1994) (UK)
Benita Perch (1996) to Mark Munitz (SA)
Jacqueline Lurie to Anthony Kaufmann (1995) (SA)
Mari McFarlane to Sean MacDonald (1995) (SA)
Simone Newman to Paul Kovensky (1995) (SA)
Alice Learmont to Robert Cohen (1996) (SA)
Suzanne Anzizka to Avital Kawalsky (1996) (USA)
Laurian Sussman (1997) to Riaan Theron (SA)
Lindsay Smith to David Bloom (1997) (SA)
Hayley Palte (1998) to Mesut Dinler (SA)
Mandy Mouson to Daniel Wiemeng (1998) (UK)
Robyn Lee Katzeff to Hayden Reinders (1998) (SA)
Alana Berger (1999) to Joshua Doctor (UK)
Cindy Kerbel (1999) to Rod Harris (SA)
Hayley Katzen (1999) to Russell Brandenburger (UK)
Kirsten Mendelsohn (1999) to Simon Nainkin (SA)
Amy Ellman (2000) to Dov Goldring (SA)
Yael Fialkov (2000) to Daniel Sacks (SA)
Marnie Kruchem to Ari Guinsberg (2001) (SA)
Elise Best to Jason Bloom (2004) (Israel)
Jodi Babus (2007) to Yehuda Goldburg (SA)
Carmi Kaplinski to Jeremy Collins (Israel)